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Abstract— In information retrieval, the uncertain implication
D −→ RQ has been different logical status. In this paper,
we propose another way to consider this implication in fuzzy
context. We introduce a logical formulation based on logical
consequence and an evaluation based on an extension of fuzzy
Galois connection. The proposed matching function deals with
different semantics associated with terms degrees in the query
and a fuzzy quantifier.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In his 1986 article, Van Rijsbergen [1], [2] has proposed
a new IR (Information Retrieval) approach based on logical
implication. He suggests to express new matching framework
by an implication from a document d to query RQ. He
doesn’t consider the IR implication d −→ QR as material
implication of the classical logic, but he supposes that the
primitive operation for the IR is an uncertain implication.
This approach has inspired some other propositions. In [3],
Nie has proposed a logical meta-model where matching is a
composition of a direct and reverse implication. He instantiates
this model using a fuzzy modal logic. In [4], this model has
been extended to a first order fuzzy logic in order to use
conceptual graphs as index.
The goal of this paper is to revisit the IR logical model
using fuzzy Galois connection as matching framework. In
fact, a simple use of the classic Galois connection in IR is
illustrated by the two operators of the connection where a
first operator f determines the biggest set of terms shared by
a set of documents. This operator can be used for indexing
in IR. A second operator h permits to retrieve the biggest set
of documents indexed by a set of terms which designates the

query in this case. So it can be used as a matching function
query-document in an IRS (Information Retrieval System).
However, several extensions of the classical Galois connection in fuzzy context has been proposed in literature [5],
[6], [7], [8] for fuzzy concept extraction from fuzzy binary
relations. But, in the most recent extension [8], the authors
have used the implication of Rescher-Gaines that corresponds
to the classical case without considering the IR context.
While considering the formal analysis concepts as mathematical background [9], the proposition given in this paper is
inspired from the previous work of Pasi [10] who has taken
the framework of extended boolean IR model and has adapted
it for fuzzy context. The logical model that grounded our
work is described in [11]. An attractive idea is to consider
that the relevance of a document d can be modelled as a
gradual concept related to the truth degree of the implication
tRQ −→ td for each term t of the query RQ in a fuzzy context.
We examine the possible semantics of this implication, and
discuss the more suitable one in an IR application.
This paper is organized as follows: the second section
introduces the fuzzy textual data representation. The third section describes basic notions that are useful for understanding
the following of the paper. We present in the fourth section
the extension of the fuzzy Galois connection. In the fifth
section, we describe the new matching framework based on the
extension of the fuzzy Galois connection by means a relative
fuzzy quantifier and we will conclude then, in the last section,
by introducing some perspectives of the approach.

II. A FUZZY REPRESENTATION OF TEXTUAL DATA
First of all, we introduce the definition of term weight in a
document as well as the definition of a fuzzy set and a fuzzy
binary relation.
Definition 1: The weight Pij of a term ti in a document
dj , is defined as the representativity factor of the term for this
document. The typical measure of the weight is the product of
the term frequency by the inverted document frequency, given
by the following formula: Pij = tfij × idf [12].
This weight is often the composition of a local measure to
the document and a global measure to the corpus. However,
we can reconsider the calculation of this weight using fuzzy
set theory. A fuzzy set is defined as follows:
Definition 2: A fuzzy set Fe 1 of the discourse universe U
is defined by its membership function µFe : U → [0, 1], where
µFe (u), u ∈ U , designates the membership degree of u to
the fuzzy set Fe. The fuzzy set Fe is noted as follows: Fe =
µFe (un )

µFe (u1 ) µFe (u2 )

{ u1 , u2 , . . . , un }, where u1 , ..., un ∈ U [13].
So, the choice of the appropriate fuzzy membership function
is important to model IR problem. We consider in the following of this paper that the association between a document and
the terms which index it can be modeled as a fuzzy binary
relation, whatever the used measure in practice to compute
the membership degree of the index term to the document. A
fuzzy binary relation is defined as follows:
Definition 3: Fuzzy binary relation: Let U and V be two
e is a fuzzy
discourse universes. A fuzzy binary relation R
set defined on the cartesian product U × V . The expression
µRe (u, v) with u ∈ U and v ∈ V expresses the association
e [13].
degree between u and v in the relation R
In previous IR works, fuzzy representations of textual data
have been introduced [14], [15], [16], which their principal
objective was to refine and to soften the IR process. The textual
e
database is considered as a fuzzy binary relation denoted by R.
Each couple term-document (ti , dj ) is associated to its weight
as shown in table I.
∼

R
d1
d2
d3
d4

t1
0.9
0.7
0.66
1.0

t2
0.7
0.45
0.88
0.26

t3
0.6
0.76
1.0
0.6

t4
0.2
0.8
0.0
0.73

TABLE I
F UZZY B INARY R EALTION T ERM -D OCUMENT

e in table I, we consider:
Then, from the fuzzy relation R
1) A finite set D of documents;
2) A finite set T of terms;
α
e means that document dj ∈ D
3) The couple (ti , dj ) ∈ R,
contains the term ti ∈ T , with the membership degree α
∈ [0, 1],which measures the reprsentativity of the term
ti in the document dj .
1 We

use the notation e for each symbol defined in a fuzzy context.

In the weighted boolean model [17], the indexation function
F takes values in the unit interval [0, 1]. In this case, the
function F calculates the representativity degree of the concept
represented by the term ti in the document dj . This value
can varied between a nil importance (F (dj , ti ) = 0) and a
full importance (F (dj , ti ) = 1) [10]. Hence, using fuzzy sets
theory, a document dj ∈ D can be represented by a fuzzy set
of terms, as follows:
e j ) = {(µd (ti ), ti ) | ti ∈ T }
R(d

(1)

The expression (1) indicates that for each term ti in the
e j ), a membership degree is associated µd (ti ) ∈ [0, 1].
set R(d
j
In this case, µdj (ti ) = F (dj , ti ). It means that the function
F is considered as the membership function of the fuzzy set
e j ) [14]. A possible definition of the membership function
R(d
is based on the term weight given in the definition 1. So, the
function F is defined by F (dj , ti ) = tfi,j · N (idfj ), where N
is a normalization function to obtain values of the function F
in the interval [0, 1] [17].
We will discuss in section V-A, of the different semantics
of the degrees associated to terms and what they can bring to
IR. We are based in the following of this paper on this fuzzy
textual data representation.
III. BASIC NOTIONS
In this section, we present some basic notions related to
formal concept analysis [9], fuzzy implications and fuzzy
quantifiers, which are fundamental for the rest of this paper.
A. Galois Connection
We define the classical Galois connection while considering
the formal classical context FC = (D, T, R) defined by a
finite set of documents D, a finite set of terms T and a binary
relation R defined on D × T [9].
Definition 4: Let R be a binary relation defined on D × T .
For two sets A and B, where A ⊆ D, B ⊆ T, we define the
operators f and h as follows [9]:
f (A) = {b | ∀a, a ∈ A ⇒ (a, b) ∈ R}
h(B) = {a | ∀b, b ∈ B ⇒ (a, b) ∈ R}
Proposition 1: The operators f and h define a Galois
Connection [9]. The composition f ◦ h defines the closure of
Galois connection. The operators f and h have the following
properties:
• Ai ⊆ Aj ⇒ f (Ai ) ⊇ f (Aj )
• Bi ⊆ Bj ⇒ h(Bi ) ⊇ h(Bj )
2
• Ai ⊆ h ◦ f (Ai )
et Bi ⊆ f ◦ h(Bi )
• A ⊆ h(B) ⇐⇒ B ⊆ f (A)
• f = f ◦ h ◦ f et h = h ◦ f ◦ h
B. Fuzzy implications
A fuzzy implication I = a → b, is a function from
[0, 1] × [0, 1] to [0, 1] that determines the truth degree of
the proposition a → b. In table II, we give the main fuzzy
implications.
2h

◦ f (A) = h(f (A)) and f ◦ h(B) = f (h(B))

Name
Lukasiewicz
ILucka (a, b)

Truth Degree
min(1, 1 − a + b)


Gödel
IGö (a, b)
Goguen
IG (a, b)
Rescher-Gaines
IRG (a, b)
Kleene-Dienes
IKD (a, b)
Reichenbach
IRB (a, b)

1 si a ≤ b
b otherwise

8
< 1 si a = 0
otherwise
: min(1, b/a)

Type
R and S-implication



R-implication
9
=

A. Principle
If we consider the fuzzy representation of textual data
illustrated in section II and the extension of fuzzy Galois connection proposed in [8], the fuzzy Galois connection operators
fe and e
h can be expressed as follows3 :
α

R-implication

i
fe(D) = { ti | αi = min{µR
e (ti , d), ∀d ∈ D}}

1 si a ≤ b ; 0 sinon

R-implication

e
g = {d | (µ e (ti ) ≤ µ e (ti , d)),∀ti ∈ T }
h(QR)
B
R

max(1 − a, b)

S-implication

(1 − a + a × b)

S-implication

;

TABLE II
F UZZY I MPLICATIONS

The fuzzy implications can be classified in two categories:
R-implications and S-implications [18].
C. Fuzzy quantifiers

(2)

Where:
• D designates the set of documents of the corpus;
• T designates the set of indexing terms;
• D is a finit set of documents;
g represents a fuzzy set of terms defined on T .
• QR
g represents the query in an IR
We notice that the set QR
context. So, the operator e
h of the fuzzy Galois connection
can be defined as the matching function that is going to
evaluate the document relevance according to the weighted
g While weighting terms of the
terms given in a fuzzy query QR.
query, we specify more restrictions on the retrieved documents.
Two types of restrictions are mentioned in literature [20]:
qualitative restrictions and quantitative ones. In our context
of survey, we are interested in qualitative restrictions that
illustrate the case where terms degrees in the query express a
criteria that affects the quality of retrieved documents. Thus,
degrees translate constraints that must to be satisfied by terms
weights in the relation term-document.

Zadeh introduces fuzzy quantifiers as linguistic quantifiers
to describe intermediate situations between the universal quantifier and the existential quantifier. We distinguish two fuzzy
quantifier types: the relative quantifiers and the absolute ones
[19]. In our context of survey, we are interested in the relative
quantifiers as “the most”.
A relative fuzzy quantifier is defined as a fuzzy set (denoted
by Qrel ) of the universe discourse U and has the membership
function µQrel : U → [0, 1], where µQrel (u) for u ∈ U , is the
membership degree of the proportion u to the quantifier Qrel
[18].
As example, the relative fuzzy quantifier “the most” defined
on a set of m terms T , can be represented by the fuzzy set
“most” as follows:

B. Discussion
In expression (2), the operator e
h is defined using a strict
inequality ” ≤ ”, which corresponds exactly to RescherGaines fuzzy implication, illustrated in table II. It is therefore
possible to represent the operator e
h of expression (2), using
Rescher-Gaines fuzzy implication, as follows:

µmost : T −→ [0, 1]

e
g = {d | ∀ti ∈ T =⇒(µ g (ti ) −→ µ e (ti , d)) = 1),
h(QR)
R
QR
I

where µmost (i) ≤ µmost (i + 1) for i = 1..(m − 1) and
µmost (m) = 1.
In the following, we propose to extend the classical Galois
connection in IR context, using the fuzzy quantifier “the
most”, taking into account the semantics of membership
degrees assigned to the terms of the query. Our objective is
to prove the interest of the fuzzy Galois connection and its
closure for IR.
IV. F UZZY G ALOIS CONNECTION AND IR
The use of the Galois connection in IR supposes a restriction
to a boolean model, considering only the conjunction operator.
Hence, we propose an extension of the Galois connection
in a fuzzy context adapted to IR context. This extension is
interesting for IR because it hilights some elements such as
the choice of the appropriate fuzzy implication, the use of
fuzzy quantifiers, which are original in information retrieval.
Our objective is to define a new matching framework based
on fuzzy Galois connection.

(3)

RG

∀d ∈ D}

The use of Rescher-Gaines fuzzy implication presents a
certain number of limits. Among these, we mention:
• The noise: it corresponds to the number of non relevant
documents retrieved by the operator e
h according to the
g For example,
initial query described by the fuzzy set QR.
let us consider the fuzzy relation term-document illustrated in table I, and suppose that µQR
g (t2 ) = 0.1.
According to the definition of the operator e
h given in expression (3), the truth degree of the implication µQR
g (t2 ) −→
IRG

µRe (t2 , dj ) is equal to 1 for all documents of the relation, i.e.
µQR
e (t2 , dj )j=1...4 . We notice that documents
g (t2 ) = 0.1 ≤ µR
d3 and d4 are retrieved although they don’t answer to the query
3 Notations fe and e
h proposed for the fuzzy Galois connection, represent an
adaptation of the f and h notations of the classical Galois connection, in the
fuzzy context.

which asks for the documents not containing the term t2 with
a strong membership degree.
• The silence: It corresponds to the number of relevant
documents not retrieved by the operator e
h according to
g For example, let’s consider the binary
the query QR.
relation term-document illustrated in table I and let’s
suppose that µQR
g (t1 ) = 0.9. According to the definition
of the operator e
h given in expression (3), the implication
µQR
(t
)
−→
µ
e (t1 , d3 ) deals 0 because µQR
g (t1 ) =
g 1
R
IRG

0.9 > µRe (t1 , d3 ) = 0.88, therefore the document d3
g although it is
won’t be included in the result of h( QR)
relevant enough since the two values µQR
g (t1 ) = 0.9 and
µRe (t1 , d3 ) = 0.88 are very near. This proximity can be
considered efficiently by using other fuzzy implications.
We notice that Rescher-Gaines implication stays a particular
case of fuzzy implication because it rejoins binary case with
one binary truth degree equal to 0 or 1.
Furthermore, the use of the operator e
h given in expression
(3) does not allows to have the relevance degree of the
retrieved documents since the set of document D is considered
as a crisp one.
These limits justify our orientation toward the use of other
fuzzy implications (R-implication or S-implication) to extend
the fuzzy Galois connection in IR context by means of a
relative fuzzy quantifier.
V. A QUERY MATCHING FRAMEWORK BASED ON
EXTENSION OF FUZZY G ALOIS CONNECTION
This part shows how to manage a new matching framework
in IR using fuzzy Galois connection, extended with a fuzzy
implication and a relative fuzzy quantifier. We discuss different
possible semantics of fuzzy values in order to express the
fuzzy implication tRQ
−→ tdi and the interest of using fuzzy
i
If uzzy

quantifier.
A. Semantics of degrees assigned to terms

µR÷
e (d, t))
e QR
g (d) = µREL
g (d) = min (µ QR
g (t) −→ µR
t∈ T
I

(4)

f uzzy

where:
g is the fuzzy set of relevant retrieved documents
• REL
assigned to their relevance degrees, according to the query
g
QR;
• −→ is a fuzzy implication;
If uzzy

and µQR
e (d, t) denotes the IR fuzzy implig (t) −→ µR
cation

tRQ
i

If uzzy

−→ tdi which we want to evaluate for each

If uzzy

g
term of the fuzzy query QR.

−→ tdi shows to what extent of

If uzzy

g needs to be contained in
satisfaction, a term t of the query QR
e where µ g (t) expresses
document d of the fuzzy relation R,
QR
the level of satisfaction required for the term t in the query.
It defines the level of term representativity, that the user
requires in the retrieved documents indexed by the term t.
The document relevance is measured by µREL
g (d) which is
the truth degree of the fuzzy implication.
According to Dubois et al. [22], [21], the proper choice of
the fuzzy implication in expression (4) depends on the possible
semantic interpretations of the degrees attached to terms. The
different meanings are discussed in [21]. In the following, we
distinguish two possible meanings for IR:
1) Semantic of satisfaction: the level of satisfaction indicates to what extent a term of the query needs to be
satisfied. So, this level defines the minimal threshold of
the degree attached to each term in the query, which will
be considered in the query evaluation process.
2) Semantic of importance: a level of importance expresses
to what extent a term of the query (with a required level
of satisfaction) is important or has a high priority in the
global query.
However, in the proposed matching framework, we consider
that only semantic of satisfaction is associated to the fuzzy
e corresponds to the
binary relation term-document (since R
available information). Both semantics satisfaction and importance are assigned to the terms weights in the query. Notice
that in this paper, these different meanings of weights are only
considered to define the operator e
h of Galois connection since
it is considered as the new fuzzy matching framework.
B. Interest of using fuzzy quantifier in Information Retrieval
context
In expression (4), we notice that the document relevance
according to the user’s query is measured by µREL
g (d) which is
the minimum of the truth degree of different fuzzy implications
g The use of Zadeh
tQR
−→ tdi for each term ti in query QR.
i
If uzzy

The proposed matching framework is based on the principle
of the fuzzy quotient operator in fuzzy relational databases
[21]. In IR context, the division operator is expressed as
follows [22]:

•

The implication tRQ
i

t-norm MIN illustrates the fuzzy conjunction and is justified
by the fact that the user aims to retrieve documents indexed
g which seems too simple in an
by all terms in the query QR,
IR context.
We propose to relax evaluation of the document relevance
by means of a typical fuzzy quantifier “the most” [19]. The
main idea is to be able to retrieve document indexed by “the
g We notice that Bosc et al. have
most” terms of the query QR.
formulated the related problem by using α-levels cuts on the
g [23].
query QR
In fact, the use of a fuzzy quantifier “the most” corresponds
to the situation where there should be only few terms in the
g which are not satisfied with a high membership
query QR
e Then, a term t
degree in the retrieved documents, from R.
e
in R with higher level of satisfaction is associated with the
higher level of importance in the quantifier “the most”. Some
levels of importance are zero, since “the most(not all) terms”
g Thus, the concept of “the most” can be
are significant in QR.
modelled by µmost = 1 − µImost . Using weighted conjunction

and fuzzy quantifier “the most” [24], the document relevance
g is defined by:
according to the query QR
µREL
g (d) = min [max(µQR
g (tσ(i) ) −→
i=1..m

If uzzy

(5)

µR
e (tσ(i) , d), 1 − µImost (i))], ∀ t ∈ T

To the fuzzy quantifier “the most”, we associate a fuzzy set
Imost defined by: µImost (i) = 1 − µmost (i − 1) for i = 1..m
and µmost (0) = 0 where:
• The fuzzy set Imost expresses the set of ranks of terms
that are considered as important in the quantifier “the
most” and has the following property:
µImost (1)
for i

=
=

1 and µImost (i) ≥ µImost (i + 1)
1..(m − 1);

g contains m terms, the function σ
When the query QR
g
defines a permutation of (1, ..., m) terms of the query QR
with the ordering µRe (tσ(1) , d) ≥ µRe (tσ(2) , d) ≥ ... ≥
µRe (tσ(m) , d) [25].
The contribution of an element µRe (tσ(i) , d) is fully considered in global evaluation of the relevance if µImost (i) = 1;
namely the term tσ(i) is considered as completely important
in the quantifier “the most” (i.e. it is completely important
to satisfy at least i terms). Hence, µRe (tσ(i) , d) is neglected
if µImost (i) = 0, and µRe (tσ(i) , d) is considered according
to the value of µImost (i) if 0 < µImost (i) < 1, that is an
intermediate case. In other words, µRe (tσ(i) , d) is weighted by
µImost (i) in such a way that the importance degree µImost (i)
is all the greater as µRe (tσ(i) , d) is larger. Thus, expression
(5) can estimate to what extent the document d is such that
e holds for term t in the query QR
g considered as
(d, t) ∈ R
important under the quantifier “the most” rather than for all
g
important terms in QR.
•

C. Extension of Fuzzy Galois Connection for Information
Retrieval
In this approach, we limit ourselves to queries build from
conjunction of terms associated with fuzzy degrees under a
given semantic. To do not limit to the operator min which
is too simple in an IR context, we promote instead the use
the fuzzy quantifier “the most”. Notice that the operator e
h
of the extended fuzzy Galois connection defines the new
query matching framework. The proposed extension allows to
retrieve both relevant document and their relevance degree.
f = (D, T , R)
e a textual fuzzy conDefinition 5: Given FC
text defined by a finite set of document D, a finite set of
terms T and a fuzzy relation defined on D × T . For a fuzzy
e defined on D and a fuzzy set of terms
set of documents D
g
RQ defined on T , i.e. a fuzzy query, the new operators fe and
e
h of the fuzzy Galois connection are defined as follows:
α

e = { t | ∀ d ∈ D =⇒ α = min[max(µ e (dσ(i) )
fe(D)
D
i

−→ µR
e (t, dϕ(i) ), 1 − µImost (i))], ∀ t ∈ T }
I
f uzzy

δ

e
g = {d| ∀ t ∈ T =⇒ δ =min[max(µ g (t )
h(QR)
QR σ(i)
i

−→

If uzzy

µRe (tσ(i) , d), 1 − µImost (i))], ∀d ∈ D}

We use the relative fuzzy quantifiers “the most” defined in
section III-C.
1) Properties of fuzzy Galois connection:
Proposition 2: Let us consider the fuzzy Galois connection
(fe, e
h) illustrated in the definition 5. The following properties
e defined on D and for each
are verified for each fuzzy set D
e
fuzzy set T defined on T , while considering the relative fuzzy
quantifier “the most” and a fuzzy implication If uzzy .
e1 ⊆ D
e 2 ⇒ fe(D
e 1 ) ⊇ fe(D
e 2)
Property 1:
• (P1) D
e1 ⊆ Te2 ⇒ e
• (Q1) T
h(Te1 ) ⊇ e
h(Te2 )
e ⊆e
e
h ◦ fe(D)
• (P2) D
e ⊆ fe ◦ e
• (Q2) T
h(Te)
e = fe ◦ e
e
• (P3) fe(D)
h ◦ fe(D)
e
e
e
e
e
e
• (Q3) h(T ) = h ◦ f ◦ h(T )
e1 ⊆ D
e2 ⇒ e
e 1) ⊆ e
e 2)
• (P4) D
h ◦ fe(D
h ◦ fe(D
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
• (Q4) T1 ⊆ T2 ⇒ f ◦ h(T1 ) ⊆ f ◦ h(T2 )
e =e
e
• (P5) e
h ◦ fe(e
h ◦ fe(D))
h ◦ fe(D)
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
e
• (Q5) f ◦ h(f ◦ h(T )) = f ◦ h(T )
e ⊆e
e
• (PQ6) D
h(Te) ⇔ Te ⊆ fe(D)
D. Semantic of fuzzy Galois connection Closure in Information Retrieval
In this subsection, we define the semantic of the fuzzy
Galois connection closure in Information Retrieval, i.e. fe ◦ e
h.
In fact, if we apply the operator e
h of the proposed fuzzy Galois
connection on a fuzzy set Te of terms, we will retrieve a fuzzy
e of documents, attached to their respective relevance
set D
degrees and which satisfy “the most” of the weighted terms
in Te. In the same way, if we apply the operator fe on a fuzzy
e of document, we will obtain the fuzzy set T
f0 of terms
set D
associated to their respective weights, which represent the set
e
of weighted terms which index “the most” of documents of D.
e
e
e
e
Hence, the closure of the a fuzzy set T of terms, i.e. f ◦ h(T )
tries to extract a formal fuzzy concept which defines a fuzzy
set of terms and a fuzzy set of document strongly linked to
each other. In other words, in IR context, the fuzzy Galois
connection closure designates a fuzzy set of documents which
contains “the most” of terms belonging to a fuzzy set of terms
and this same fuzzy set of documents represents “the most”
documents indexed by the fuzzy set of terms. Indeed, we give
the definition of fuzzy reduced concept.
Definition 6: Given Tea fuzzy set of terms defined on T .
The fuzzy set Te is called a reduced fuzzy concept, if and only
if it is equal to its closure, i.e. fe ◦ e
h(Te) = Te. Thus, fe ◦ e
h(Te)
e
is the minimal fuzzy concept containing T .
E. Semantic query evaluation
We have to distinguish two semantics for the degrees:
satisfaction and importance, which leads to using different
implications. In the following, we introduce three possible
cases [21], [22].

1) First case: The degrees assigned to terms in the query
express semantic of satisfaction: When the terms weights
reach a given level of satisfaction, this means that for each
query term, the user assigns a minimum threshold when he
wants to retrieve documents which are indexed by “the most”
terms in the query. Notice that no priority is imposed among
g is expressed by a
terms in the query. In this way, query QR
g S (0 S 0 expressing the satisfaction semantic). In a
fuzzy set QR
more formal way, the relevance of a document is defined by:
µREL
g (d) = min[max(µQR
g (tσ(i) ) −→
i

(6)

R−imp

S

2) Second case: The degrees assigned to terms in the query
express semantic of Importance: In this case, each term of
the query has a level of importance not always equal to 1,
but all levels of satisfaction which express respective level of
representativity are fixed to 1. The query is regarded as a fuzzy
g I (0 I 0 for importance semantic), which
set denoted by QR
denotes the term priority in the global query. The relevance
document is defined as follows:
µREL
g (d) = min[max(µ QR
g I (tσ(i) ) −→
i
S−imp
µR
e (tσ(i) , d), 1 − µImost (i))]

µR
e (tσ(i) , d), 1 − µImost (i))]

Where µQR
g S (tσ(i) ) expresses the level of representativity
required for the term in the document and µRe (tσ(i) , d) means
the membership degree of the term in the fuzzy relation termdocument. In order to evaluate the truth degree of this implication, Dubois et al. [25] propose to use an R-implication −→ .
R−imp

Expression (6) means to what extent of representativity, a term
g S needs to be contained in the relation termof the query QR
e
document R. In this case, it is natural that implications give
1, when µQR
e (tσ(i) , d). In other words, the level
gS (tσ(i) ) ≤ µR
of satisfaction required by the query is reached. This means
g
QR
that the truth degree of the implication tϕ(i)S −→ tdϕ(i) is

Where µ QR
g I (tσ(i) ) expresses the importance level of the
term in the query. To evaluate the truth degree of the implication, Dubois et al. [25] suggest the use of S-implication −→ .
S−imp

Expression (7) means to what extent an important term in
g I must be contained in the fuzzy relation termthe query QR
e We assume that QR
g I is normalized (i.e. at least
document R.
one term of the query has the maximal degree of importance).
Thus, the complete satisfaction of the query can be regarded
as demanding that a term, whatever its importance, should
e with the maximal level of
be included in the relation R
representativity; namely:

R−imp

g
QR

evaluated as follows:
gS
QR

(tϕ(i) −→ tdϕ(i)
R−imp

(tϕ(i) I
= 1) ⇐⇒ µ QR
e (tσ(i) , d)
g (tσ(i) ) ≤ µR

Indeed, Gödel, Goguen et Lukasiewicz 4 implications,
which are R-implications, have this characteristic. Otherwise,
e
i.e. µQR
e (tσ(i) , d), the document in the relation R
g S (tσ(i) ) > µR
does not reach the required level of representativity expressed
in the query. In this case we distinguish three propositions:
1) Gödel proposition: preserves for the relevance level of
the document, the existing the membership degree in the
e This means that:
relation R.
gS
QR

(tϕ(i) −→ tdϕ(i) )
R−imp

g
QR

(tϕ(i)S

−→ td )
R−imp ϕ(i)

=

µR
e (tσ(i) , d)
µQR
g (tσ(i) )

.

S

−→ td
S−imp ϕ(i)

= 1) ⇔

(8)

(∀ ti ∈ T , µ QR
e (tσ(i) , d) = 1)
g I (tσ(i) ) > 0 ⇒ µR

when µQR
g I (tσ(i) ) = 1 (i.e. the term has the maximal level
of importance), document relevance is equal to µRe (tσ(i) , d).
Thus naturally, the relevance level is equal to 0, only if the
level of importance is maximal, i.e. µQR
g I (ti ) = 1, and the
membership degree of the term in the document is equal to 0
(i.e. µRe (tσ(i) , d) = 0). Formally we have:
g
QR

(tϕ(i) I

−→ td
S−imp ϕ(i)

= µR
e (tσ(i) , d)).

2) Goguen proposition: keeps a relative degree of satisfaction, that is the actual the membership degree in the
e divided by the required degree in the query,
relation R
namely:

(7)

= 0) ⇐⇒ µQR
g (tσ(i) ) = 1
I

(9)

et µR
e (tσ(i) , d) = 0

Indeed, any S-implications such as Kleene-Dienes and
Reinchenbach have the properties (8) and (9). When
µ QR
g I (tσ(i) ) < 1, i.e. the term is not very important in the
query and has a lesser priority. Thus, even if µRe (tσ(i) , d) = 0,
g

d
the truth degree of the implication tQR
ϕ(i) −→ tϕ(i) should be
S−imp

3) Lukasiewicz proposition: estimates the relevance of
the document in terms of the differenceµQR
g S (tσ(i) ) −
µRe (tσ(i) , d). This means that the degree of satisfaction
can be estimated by:
g
QR

(tϕ(i)S

−→ td )
R−imp ϕ(i)

= 1 − µQR
e (tσ(i) , d).
g (tσ(i) ) + µR
S

Notice that Gödel implication gives the smallest value of the
relevance level of the document. As it is clear in the above
discussion, the degree to which a document d satisfies a term
g S is determined by comparing µ g (ti )
ti in the query QR
QRS
and µRe (tσ(i) , d).
4 Lukasiewicz

same time.

implication is an R-implication and an S-implication at the

strictly positive. Three basic S-implications are considered:
1) If the term can be forgotten to some extent, it leads
to use Kleene-Dienes implication illustrated in table II;
namely:
g
QR

(tϕ(i) I

−→ td )
S−imp ϕ(i)

= max(1 − µ QR
e (tσ(i) , d))
g I (tσ(i) ), µR

2) The term can be discounted to some extent. This leads
to the using of Reinchenbach implication; namely,
g
QR

(tϕ(i) I

−→ td )
S−imp ϕ(i)

= 1 − µ QR
g I (tσ(i) )

+µ QR
e (tσ(i) , d))
g I (tσ(i) ) × µR

3) The last interpretation is to add the value 1 −
µ QR
g I (tσ(i) ) (which represents the amount that is not
required) to µRe (tσ(i) , d); namely:
g
QR

(tϕ(i)I

−→ td )
S−imp ϕ(i)

= 1 − µQR
e (tσ(i) , d)).
g (tσ(i) ) + µR
I

This case corresponds to the use of Lukasiewicz implication.
3) Third case: The degrees assigned to terms in the query
express both semantics of Satisfaction and Importance: We
consider now the most general case where levels of importance are attached to the terms expressing the satisfying of a
specified minimal level of satisfaction in the query. In this case,
the level of importance expresses, for example, that is more
important to have in the selected document some terms (with
a prescribed level of representativity) than to have another
term (with its own level of representativity). Using the fuzzy
quantifier “the most”, the relevance document level is defined
as follows:
µREL
g (d) = min[max(µ QR
g I (tσ(i) ) −→ (µ QR
g S (tσ(i) )
S−imp

(10)

−→ µR
e (ti , d))), 1 − µImostT (i))]

R−imp

gI
Expression (10) estimates to what extent the fuzzy set QR
g
of important terms are included in the fuzzy set ( QRS −→

R−imp

e of terms which sufficiently index the document with
D)
respect to the required levels of representativity given by
g Note that when ∀ ti (µ g (tσ(i) ) = 1 or when ∀ ti
QR.
QRI
(µ QR
g S (tσ(i) ) = 1, expression (10) is reduced to the two
particular cases previously encountered [25].
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed in this paper another way to evaluate
the information retrieval implication D −→ RQ in a fuzzy
context. We transform the initial implication into a fuzzy implication and the matching process is modeled by the extension
of the fuzzy Galois connection. We want to implement a
retrieval engine only based on the computation of this fuzzy
Galois connection. Another research area we want to explore
is a combination of the direct and reverse implication, as
suggested by the initial general logic framework proposed by
Nie [3]. As work in progress, we propose to use the proposed
extension of the fuzzy Galois connection in textmining to
extract fuzzy association rules between terms and perform
query expansion using these fuzzy associations between terms.
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